Figures S1-S4 show the logistic fits performed for all the compounds in order to obtain IC 50 values. The fits were performed considering the activity reported by Misra et al. for distinct concentrations:
Logistic fits to obtain IC 50 values
Figures S1-S4 show the logistic fits performed for all the compounds in order to obtain IC 50 values. The fits were performed considering the activity reported by Misra et al. for distinct concentrations:
1 (i) 10, 5, 2.5 and 1.25 μg mL -1 for all the set of molecules and (ii) 0.78, 0.39, 0.19, 0.09, and 0.05 μg mL -1 only for the compounds that had presented 100% of efficiency at higher concentrations. In the following fits, we had employed logarithmic scales for very active compounds in order to better present the adjusted curve, linear scales were used for the others derivatives. The fits and graphics were performed with the aid of QtiPlot computational package. 2 
Energy evaluation
Figures S5-S7 present the result of total energy evaluation of each molecule. This study aimed to select low energy structures for subsequent RMSD-AP comparison. Red colored lines represent the most stable conformer (C1) and yellow lines (C2) define structures with relatively low energy, in relation to C1 (which difference does not exceed k B T 300 , or ca. 25 meV). 
RMSD-AP study
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). Just the position of heavy atoms were considered in these evaluations (all hydrogens atoms were disregarded). The analyses were performed with the aid of Qmol computational package. 3 For molecules 6, 9, 11, and 12 just one stable conformer was obtained. In other words, there are no structures close in energy to the conformer C1. In these cases RMSD study was not necessary. On the other hand, all the conformers associated to the molecules 15 and 16 have shown similar energies, being necessary to evaluate all of them. Despite of it, as can be seen, all the structures have shown to be quite similar to each other (presenting very low RMSD-AP values).
It is important to note that all RMSD-AP values are bellow 2 Å, in such way that just one structure was considered in the single point calculations, based in our RMSD-AP cutoff value.
Equivalent linear regression
In addition to the result presented in the main text, multiple linear analyses also provide the following equivalent equation: 
As can be seen, not just the electronic descriptors involved are equivalent to those observed in equation 3, but the obtained coefficients are also quite similar. This S8 Figure S7 . Energy evaluation of molecule conformers after geometry optimization (part 3). THP derivatives. The line represents the linear fit, which statistical information is presented in Table S2 . The values of log P were obtained with the aid of ALOGPS 2.1 program, 4, 5 implemented in the Virtual Computational Chemistry Laboratory. Relationship between the total energy and number of electrons in THP derivatives Figure S9 shows the relationship between E T and the number of electrons present in THP derivatives. Active and non-active compounds are distinguished by distinct points.
Relationship between the hydrophobic parameter log P and IC 50 Figure S10 shows the linear dependence between the hydrophobic parameter and log (IC 50 ) associated to 
